
Codification and rethinking the Polish language as a "native language" 
from the perspective of online dictionaries, language portals and selected social media profiles

Introduction
For all people, language is extremely important both a cognitive tool and a communicational tool. Everyone instinctively attaches their attention to its quality and effectiveness. 
The Internet era gives us new opportunities to commonly practice the habit of supervision and looking after the language condition.

Purpose of the study
• review of the basic Internet resources devoted to the Polish language and its 

correctness
• the analyses of the content of Internet resources
• reflection on the importance of normativism and linguistic diversity

Research questions
• What is the role of language users in creating Internet sources devoted to the 

Polish language?
• How does the Polish discourse about errors and correctness evolve across the XXI 

century?

Conclusions
• The basic issues described in Internet statements about the Polish 

language are linguistic errors and correctness.
• The types of errors pointed out on the profiles and types of questions sent 

to clinics concern similar problems.
• Pointing out the errors is typical behavior of Polish. It’s the consequence of 

historical circumstances of the evolution of the Polish language and the 
contemporary education system.

• People realize the diversity of the Polish language and they like it and want 
to preserve this.

• The linguistic norm is a natural human need.
• In some cultures, due to historical conditions, the need for language 

norms is stronger. Polish culture is one such example.
• Further analysis of the material will be carried out with using automatic 

methods of text analysis with tools provided by CLARIN-PL  (https://ws.clarin-pl.eu/ ).
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Data source, data collection
Different sources with general information and popular science comments about 
the Polish language for the average native user. 

Methods
• focus internet query
• qualitative and quantitative content analysis of the materials
• multimodal data analysis (visual content & textual information)

Findings

Dictionaries:
• There are over 70 dictionaries found.
• The region in which vocabulary is 
      the most      often described is Poznań
      (Greater Poland), but it happens that
    dictionaries refer to the language of one small town or village.
• Among dictionaries with socially limited vocabulary the most popular are 

dictionaries of youth dialect and hunting dialect.
• The dictionaries prepared by amateur users are rather small and they are known 

only in local society.
• The most popular and commonly known dictionaries are big general dictionaries 

prepared by institutional scientific professionals, such as The PWN Dictionary of 
the Polish Language (https://sjp.pwn.pl/) or The Great Dictionary of the Polish 
Language (https://wsjp.pl/).

Language clinics:
• There were found 13 Polish language clinics. 
• They usually function as internal institutions 
      within universities and answer specific questions 
      received from different native users.
• There are only a few commercial clinics, but they don’t share their material. 
      The exception is the clinic of PWN Publishing House. 
• Thanks to the sorting material by the authors we know what kind of linguistic issues 

are the most investigated by common Polish users.

Language portals:
• We can find only a few language portals, but there are dozens of websites or blogs 

devoted to the Polish language.
• Generally, on the portals, we can find information about new words and 

phenomena, and sometimes we can buy books or gadgets concerning language
    or order the “language service”. 
• Blogs are usually written by senior academics and are devoted mainly to particular 

words, and their normative or historic aspects.

Language posts on social media profiles:
• Many people, especially young women working as copywriters or language 

proofreaders, have professional profiles where they write about language, especially 
about its correctness.

• There were gathered over 2000 posts available on Instagram, prepared by 172 
different authors. An additional query on Facebook and Twitter was also made.

• What catches the eye is pointing out the errors, and even a kind of stigmatization
     of the errors. Errors are often clearly marked.
• It shows that types of pointed errors and types of questions sent to clinics concern 

similar problems.
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